NEW 2010 ICD-9-CM Expert for Home Health, Volumes 1, 2 & 3

Get to know our new ICD-9-CM resource that places a special focus on the professional challenges of the Home Health Agency—the Ingenix 2010 ICD-9-CM Expert for Home Health. Loaded with innovative features and content, this resource helps you comply with HIPAA code set regulations.

Stock No 8280HH-10 $154.95
Available: September 2009

Key Features and Benefits

- **New Ingenix Edge—Chapter Coding Insights.** Get tips on coding conventions for every chapter.

- **New Ingenix Edge—ICD-9-CM Code Changes: An Insider’s View.** Find detailed, chapter-by-chapter clinical and coding tips for new 2010 codes for training at your finger tips all year.

- **New Ingenix Edge—AHA’s Coding Clinic for ICD-9-CM references and tips.** Use citations to link to the official coding advice every coder in every healthcare setting must follow for ICD-9-CM and find official coding advice with the codes.

- **New Ingenix Edge—Other and Unspecified Code Alerts.** Find official coding guidance that suggests home health agencies avoid using diagnoses that are unspecified or vague.

- **Ingenix Edge—Color Coding and Symbols Specific to the Home Health PPS.** Identify coding and reimbursement issues specific to home health quickly for improved coding accuracy and work efficiency.

- **Clinical Dimensions Case-mix group lists.** Access comprehensive coverage and edits for newly expanded clinical dimensions case mix groups effective January 1, 2008 (Tabular Sections).

- **Medicare Home Health Manual section 204.** Reduce on and improve overall coverage decisions with quick access to coverage information for home health services.

- **Updated excerpts from the Home Health Prospective Payment System Final Rule.** Forecast revenue more proficiently with increased understanding of the prospective payment system and how it will affect overall reimbursement for home health services.

- **Notations for diagnoses that group to clinical dimension.** Expedite identification of primary and secondary diagnoses that group a patient to expanded clinical dimensions case mix groups to ensure appropriate reimbursement.

- **FREE — Case Mix Quick Pick Fast Finder for Home Health, Skilled Nursing Facilities, and Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities.** Have a quick reference list of codes at your fingertips that impact a case’s mix.
Also Includes These Hallmark Features:

- **Ingenix Edge—Intuitive color-coded symbols and alerts.** Identify critical coding and reimbursement issues specific to home health quickly with alerts on the same page as the code you need.

- **Ingenix Edge—V code symbols.** Know the appropriate use of V codes as primary or additional diagnosis for more precise coding.

- **Ingenix Edge—Additional digit symbols.** Pinpoint when a fourth or fifth digit is required for code specificity and validity to avoid invalid code submissions (provided in index and tabular section).

- **Ingenix Edge—10 Steps to Correct Coding.** Receive step-by-step instruction to improve coding accuracy and more effectively use ICD-9-CM conventions.

- **Ingenix Edge—Email alerts for special reports.** Stay current on the latest regulatory and ICD-9-CM code changes via electronic notification when new, crucial information posts to the Ingenix website.

- **Ingenix Edge—New and revised code alerts with dated pages.** Know which codes and instructions are new or revised, with dates on the page indicating when the change was made.

- **Ingenix Edge—Synopsis of code changes.** Perform accurate retrospective claim audits with new code information for the year.

- **HIPAA compliance guidelines.** Comply with HIPAA transaction and code set requirements to avoid delayed or denied claims and costly fines for violations.

- **Illustrations and definitions.** Gain in-depth understanding of anatomy and disease processes with clinically-oriented definitions and illustrations.

- **User-friendly page design and format.** Locate information quickly with dictionary-style headers, quick-flip color tabs and legend keys on each page.

*If you belong to an Ownership or Group Purchasing Organization, you may be eligible for discount pricing. Call your Briggs Representative today for details at 1-800-247-2343.*

---
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